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hen asked to name the countries in
which the Bovone Group is pres-
ent worldwide, Mario Liva, in

charge of sales at Elettromeccanica Bovone
(referred to in future simply as ‘Bovone’),
clearly finds it easier to name the markets in
which the Bovone Group is not present - a
very short list indeed.

Glass-Technology International met Mr.
Liva together with Patrizia Pastorino, his coun-
terpart at Belfortglass, and Sandro Emanuelli,
an experienced member of the Bovone sales team.
The group’s clientele spans every continent. When
Liva admits that Bovone’s presence in the
African continent is limited to South Africa
and certain northern African states, Pastorino
rapidly reminds him that there are Belfortglass
grinding and polishing wheels in Ghana!

As regards the rest of the planet, the Bovone
Group has customers throughout Europe, the
Americas, the Arab states, all parts of Asia,
and Australasia, present in countries as diverse
as Singapore and Cuba, Bolivia and New
Zealand. Over 90 per cent of turnover at Bovone

Elettromeccanica Bovone and
Belfortglass together form the
Bovone Group, whose products
range from the flagship Mini Maxi
beveller to complete mirror, IG
and laminated glass lines, as well
as high-quality polishing and
grinding wheels. Glass-Technology
International recently interviewed
three of the Bovone Group’s
senior marketing executives,
whose commitment is one of the
reasons you will find Bovone
Group glass working equipment
and highly satisfied users from
Canada to New Zealand.

Peter Finch

Mini Maxi 371 CNC



and 70 per cent at Belfortglass is generated
through exports. Turnover at the former now aver-
ages around ITL 30 billion a year, and at the lat-
ter around ITL 7 billion. The two companies run
a joint marketing and sales operation, with agents
representing both Bovone and Belfortglass. In
major market areas, customer support is guaranteed
locally by authorized Bovone agents and tech-
nicians who, in many cases, also stock original
replacement parts. Much has been done in recent
times, points out Mario Liva, to further enhance
after-sales services. 

While the level of assistance provided by
Belfortglass is high, Patrizia Pastorino admits
that it has yet to reach Bovone levels. The
company is younger and still growing. She
does, however, indicate a strongpoint in terms
of helping the client: Belfortglass manuals. The
care that is taken in preparing Belfortglass oper-
ating and maintenance documentation is
designed to make users as autonomous and as
confident as possible.

MACHINES ON SHOW
Still flying the Bovone flag worldwide, still

a major attraction at glass machinery exhibitions,
and again occupying centre stage on the Bovone
stand at Glasstec in Düsseldorf, is the Mini
Maxi beveller. The first Mini Maxi was launched
back in 1974. Nearly 30 years and various ver-
sions later, although the basic functions remain
the same, the Mini Maxi now carries state-of-
the-art, 21st century electronics and mechanics.
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It features the “caterpillar” glass conveyor sys-
tem, which can help the Mini Maxi bevel glass
at speeds of up to 10 metres/minute without any
loss of quality. Given the “stamina” of Bovone
technology, this makes the Mini Maxi something
of a sprinter capable of running a marathon. For
simple reasons of space, Bovone will not have
mirror or laminated glass production lines on
show at Glasstec. Bovone’s mirror lines, meas-
uring up to 200 metres, have contributed sig-
nificantly to the company’s international rep-
utation: there are now over 100 such lines
installed worldwide. Bovone will, however,
be demonstrating most of its other equipment,
including the Edgexpress FP CNC automatic dou-
ble edger. The Edgexpress FP CNC is able to work
thicknesses of up to 30 millimetres at speeds of
up to six metres/minute, and is equipped with
an Ethernet TCP/IP remote diagnostics capa-

BOVONE MINI MAXI  

Speed (m/min): 0.4-5.4

Optional max. speed (m/min): 10

Bevel width (mm): 60

Bevel angle: 3-45°

Minimum glass size (mm): 35 x 35

Glass thickness (mm): 3-25

Power (kW): 22

Overall size (mm): 8,200 x 1,200 x 2,200

Weight (kg): 4,700

Bovone machines ready for shipment

Mini Maxi 3715
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bility which Bovone intends to extend to oth-
er machines in its range.

Belfortglass will have a full product range on
display, with the spotlight on its automatic
two-metre vertical IG line, accompanied by
extruders, grinding and polishing wheels, and
other glass processing accessories.

The research and development of new prod-
ucts is clearly an on-going process.
Recent additions to the Bovone
range include new straight-
line flat and variable edging
machines, as well as two
new machines for the
grinding of OG pencil-
edges. Belfortglass is
constantly researching
new wheel materials,
explains Patrizia Pastorino,
and is in the process of field
testing a new water and process
waste filtering and disposal sys-
tem. A key aspect of product devel-
opment, stresses Mario Liva, is that it involves
collaboration not only within the group but
also with clients.

DEVELOPING SUCCESS
While the origins of the Bovone Group are,

perhaps, not unusual, its success is impres-
sive: from a one-man firm to a group with a work-

force of over 150 people (130 at Elettromeccanica
Bovone and 24 at Belfortglass) and a presence
that is truly global.

Shortly after World War II, Luigi Bovone,
a worker at a large electrical engineering firm
in Genoa, agreed to lend a technical hand to a
friend who was having problems with silver-
ing on his mirror production line - a step
which led to Luigi setting up his own business
around 1954. 

He began with silvering equipment but soon
diversified to other machines needed by mirror
producers and flat glass processors in general;
first bevelling machines, then straight-line
edgers, washing machines, full IG lines and
laminated glass production lines. The evolu-
tion led in 1971 to the creation of Belfortglass,
initially as a marketing division. 

Then, in 1980, with business still expanding
and diversifying, Belfortglass started its own pro-
duction. It began with extruders, polishing and
grinding wheels (for both Bovone and other
machines), going on to add full vertical IG
lines to its output in 1997.

The group is now headed and co-owned by
Luigi Bovone’s sons, Enrico and Vittorio. Vit-
torio manages operations at Bovone, Enrico
those of Belfortglass, while major group strat-
egy decisions are taken jointly. Although each

A selection of
Belfortglass wheels

The design office at Bovone

Brushes and jets on a 
2LAS 130 VE washing machine
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of the businesses has its own
research and development depart-
ment, there is obviously consid-
erable day-to-day collaboration
between the two. 

Head of the design team at Bovone
is Emanuele Porcu, while at Belfort-
glass, Renato Genocchio is responsi-
ble for wheel development and Giuseppe
Ricci for IG and other technology.

THE PRODUCTION OF QUALITY
The Bovone production and office facility

occupies 8,000 square metres, that of Belfortglass,
3,500 square metres. The two sites are situated
just a few hundred metres, apart about 30 kilo-
metres north of Genoa. A further covered area of
13,000 square metres, at present used partially
for storage, is also available for future expansion.
On another site, of 4,000 square metres, a third
operation, also owned by Vittorio and Enrico
Bovone, constructs the machine frames, chassis
and mechanical components. These are then
delivered to the two production facilities for
assembly and testing.

High-quality machinery, which translates into
reliability, smooth operation, a quality end-prod-
uct and a long working life, are Bovone Group
hallmarks. “Convincing a client to replace their
old Bovone machine with a new one is no easy
task,” says Sandro Emanuelli wryly. Emanuel-
li recalls the client who, when asked whether he
had considered investing in new machinery,

promptly demonstrated the perfectly washed
glass which exited the “ageing” Bovone wash-
ing machine and asked, “why should I get a
new one?” Neither Bovone nor Belfortglass

BOVONE GROUP - RANGE OF PRODUCTS

Elettromeccanica Bovone

• silvering lines for automatic mirror production
• machines and lines for insulating glass production
• machines and lines for laminated and bullet resistant glass
• vertical and horizontal washing and drying machines
• automatic straight-line bevelling machines
• prismatic automotive rear-view mirror production line
• straight-line edging machine for flat edges and seams, 
with cerium oxide polishing

• work unit for polished flat edges, seams and bevels

Belfortglass

• diamond polishing wheels and felts
• coolant, cerium oxide
• all materials to produce insulating glass
• thiokol, silicon, butyl extruders
• automatic and semi-automatic vertical insulating
glass lines

The caterpillar conveyor system

A caterpillar
pad



244 actually seem to have problems
marketing their machines but
the story is emblematic of
the quality of construction
and reliability of the Bovone
Group range.

On the factory floor,
Mario Liva picks up a sin-
gle pad from a Bovone cater-
pillar glass transport sys-
tem to demonstrate its weight
and the thickness of the rub-
ber cushioning, a single
component which symbol-
izes much of the philosophy
behind all group production.
Bovone quality now carries ISO
9001 certification. As Patrizia
Pastorino notes, the fact that qual-
ity systems at Bovone were already
extremely well established meant
that the certification process was

GOOD AS NEW - THE BOVONE TREATMENT

Indicative of the group’s faith in the reliability
of its technology is the warranty supplied
with reconditioned equipment. In fact, both
Bovone and Belfortglass take in used Bovone
Group machines, give them a total overhaul
and sell them with exactly the same
guarantees as those of brand new machines.

completed in record time, around six months.
The certification procedures started in autumn
1999 and the actual award was made in April this
year. “No particular changes or investments
were needed,” explains Mario Liva, “it was
mainly a question of formally documenting
existing practises.” 

The quality attracts a broad clientele, from
smaller, independent operations in emerging mar-
kets to major international glass groups in the
world’s most advanced industrialized nations for
whom quality, reliability and effective after-sales
assistance have long been minimum requirements.
The Bovone Group has provided them all with
what they were looking for.
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Stainless steel water 
pan on a 10-45 edger

After: 
Certainly not!

Before: 
Past its best?
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